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Garage48 wood Is a Garage48 development weekend for solutions in architecture, wood processing
and forestry by combining the development of physical and software prototypes in a 48h hackathon
format.

This makeathon series focuses on reaching climate neutral economy in forestry and wood processing
through novel solutions in wood processing, architecture and forestry. Our goal is to build discussion
between the different sides connected to forestry and wood processing, and support collaboration
that can ensure sustaining the value of our forests and wood. 



HOW DOES 
IT WORK?

PARTICIPANTS
Thorough marketing & communication campaign in Estonia and across the world will bring
together ca 80 participants among students and working experts:
Architects, product designers, wood technologists and chemists, engineers and industry
practitioners, forestry experts, climate and environmental experts, software engineers, designers,
data scientists, marketers and business visionaries.. 

MENTORS
A key element in the success of Garage48 hackathons is mentoring. We engage a pool of
mentors from Garage48 core network and through our organising partners' network. Garage48
host and mentors' lead will guide the whole mentoring process, ensuring a very hands-on and
effective approach that helps the participating teams to deliver a working prototype 48 hours
after they've presented their idea and gathered a team around it.

MAKING LAB & EQUIPMENT
The focus of the Garage48 wood series is the creation of physical prototypes. Having high-
quality machines, materials and workshops is an important part of achieving these prototypes.
This year, the Estonian Academy of Arts offers its fully equipped rooms with the support of
workshop mentors.

GARAGE48 hackathon format
Our organisers and core mentor's team will ensure the proper implementation of the Garage48
48-hour hackathon format that has proven to deliver working prototypes at each hackathon
throughout 12 years. Combined with the experience of our organising partners, this also works
very well for the wood makeathons. 



GARAGE48 WOOD IS A COMMUNITY 
Over the course of five years, the wood makeathon series has brought together more than 25 different
partners around the main organizers - Garage48, the Estonian Academy of Arts, the Estonian
Research Council and the competence center TSENTER - all of whom support and are passionate
about the sustainable development of the wood industry and forestry. It is the people behind these
organizations that keep the Garage48 wood series alive.



Garage48 Wood series makeathons have been held in Väimela, Tartu and Tallinn in Estonia and in Cesis
in Latvia.

We've connected 350 participants among students and working specialists across the fields of
architecture, engineering, wood processing, forestry, environmental technology, software engineering and
design. As a result of interdisciplinary teamwork, very hands-on and structured mentoring and the
Garage48 hackathon format, 70 prototypes have been built over the course of a 48-hour development
weekend. Last year, the top teams were awarded from the prize pool of 22000€.

Take part of the series by watching Garage48 Future of Wood 2021 aftermovie:
https://www.facebook.com/Garage48/videos/2951326811845050

https://www.facebook.com/Garage48/videos/2951326811845050


FROM A PROTOTYPE TO FOUNDERS

The mission of Single.Earth is to save nature through a sustainable economy. Their journey started with
the Garage48 Future of Wood series, where they won the makeathon in 2019.

In July 2021 Single.Earth raised $7.9M from EQT Ventures and Icebreaker and has launched the MERIT
Currency - world's first money backed by nature,
MERIT is a global digital currency that can be used on a credit card, mobile pay, digital wallet or
banking app. Tokens are emitted to landowners against 100kg of CO2 captured in biodiverse nature
on their property.
Read more.

https://www.single.earth/


MENTORS
Garage48 WOOD brings together more than 50 industry-related experts, who now also have experience in the specifics of the wood
makeathon.



2022
Garage48 Future of Wood 2022 will be held for the 6th time and in cooperation with Garage48, Estonian
Academy of Arts, Estonian Research Council and TSENTER competence center.
The 48-hour makeathon will take place in Tallinn on the 25th-27th of November at the Estonian Academy
of Arts. 

The overarching focus theme of Garage48 Future of Wood 2022 is to Rebuild Ukraine through green technology and
circular economy solutions in architecture, forestry and wood processing, in cooperation of Estonia and Ukraine.
Focus topics:
- development of modular, low-carbon and circular building typologies - cooperation partner Estonian Academy of Arts
- technologies for rapid design, engineering and production - cooperation partner Estonian Academy of Arts
- smart valorization of biomass in construction and long-lasting products - cooperation partner Estonian Research
Agency
-wood-based products - cooperation partner TSENTER Kompetentsikeskus



JOIN THE GARAGE48 WOOD COMMUNITY

We strongly believe in joining efforts for a common goal and therefore we invite you to co-organize Garage48
Wood 2022.

Since 2017, when we started the series, we have recreated the makethon every year through the cooperation of co-
organizers and partners. This has given us a strong understanding of how to create a productive environment for
each partner. Every year, together with our organizing partners, we bring different topics into focus. Innovative
solutions for wood processing, architecture and reaching a climate-neutral economy are the topics that form the
basis of the makethon.
 



 
PARTNERSHIP OFFER

CHALLENGE PARTNER - 5000EUR + VAT
(3000EUR organization costs and 2000EUR 
prize fund)

Includes everything in SUPPORTER package +

- an opportunity to present your company's 
challenge - use the hackathon as a platform to 
find solutions to the challenges your company 
is currently facing. Garage48 will communicate
and promote the challenge to find participants 
to work on it and produce working prototypes.

- additional coverage in G48's communication 
channels, targeted ads, and the company is 
mentioned in a separate section in press 
releases and blog posts

- separate introduction at the event's opening 
ceremony and finale (live broadcast 3000+ 
viewers)

- we recommend to include dedicated mentors 
and prize money in the hackathon for the 
challenge, which attracts more participants and 
is one way to find better solutions to your 
challenge.

The contribution will include

- displaying your logo on makeathon websites, 
presentation screens, including during the live 
broadcast (3000+ viewers)

- mentioned as the event supporter in the general 
text communication of the event

- a special post on the event's social media

- company roll-up on the stage during the event 
(represented in the photos of the event and in the live 
broadcast of the final)

- the possibility to bring mentors with additional 
introductions and coverage on social media

- the opportunity to bring your organization's demo 
booth to the makeathon

SUPPORTER - 2000EUR + VATWINNERS AWARD POOL CONTRIBUTOR -
FROM 500EUR + VAT

Contribute to the winners general award
pool which will be awarded to the top
teams of the makeathon for further product
development.

The contribution will include:

- displaying your logo on makeathon websites, 
presentation screens, including during the live 
broadcast (3000+ viewers)

- mentioning you as the general award pool 
contributot

- a special post on the event's social media

- the opportunity to be involved in the evaluation 
process of choosing the winning team - prize 
fund supporters get 1 combined vote at the jury 
table



Let's talk!


